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35 Cast not away therefore your confidence, which hath great recompence 

of reward. 
36 For ye have need of patience, that, after ye have done the will of God, ye 

might receive the promise.   Hebrews 10:35-36 
 

BOOK REVIEW (by Paul John Wigowsky): 

Ken Rowley and I went to Bethany Bible College (Santa Cruz, California) in 1963-1964.  

Ken was a sophomore and I was a freshman.  We traveled together as part of Bethany’s 

ambassadors to various churches in California and Nevada, singing gospel songs.  We 

were called the Parsons Quartet because most of us were “preacher’s kids.”  We were 

ministering in various Assembly of God and Pentecostal churches, canvassing the 

neighborhood with Christian literature and inviting people to attend our crusades, during 

which we sang and preached to the congregations.   

Those were formative years in our Christian life, for it was during our studies as students 

of the Bible that we learned to love the Scriptures and to delve into commentaries to 

discover how to expound the Word of God.  We learned how to preach by taking a course 

in Homiletics (the art of composing a sermon), and we learned how to defend the 

teachings in the Bible by taking a course in Christian apologetics (justification of religious 

doctrines).  We were answering “the call” that we had felt from adolescence to enter the 

ministry to spread the Gospel.  

After Bethany Bible College, Kenneth went on to a life of ministering to the spiritual and 

physical needs of people, both as an evangelist and a pastor.  When I reconnected with 

Ken on Facebook in 2020, it was a pleasant surprise to discover that we both loved to 

write.  I found out that Ken had written a book entitled “The Man God Shook,” and I told 
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him I’d love to read it.  I found it on Amazon (Kindle version).  I told him I’d write a book 

review about it when I was finished reading it.  Here is my book review: 

The Man God Shook: You Can Have a Continual Flow of Miracles out of Intimacy with 

God by Kenneth C. Rowley is a Christian book written for believers and non-believers.  It 

is both an account of a spiritual journey, an adventure of self-discovery of the Pentecostal 

manifestation of “shaking” and “prophecy,” and a manual of progressing on the Christian 

path of practicing the presence of God in one’s life.  

The author begins by raising the question about the manifestation in his life of the Holy 

Spirit moving through him in the powerful physical display of “shaking.”  He tries to 

understand why this phenomenon is happening in his life, and as the chapters unfold, he 

step by step begins to understand why the ecstatic experience is shaping his ministry 

towards what he calls “the insanity of the prophetic.”  The movement of the “Pentecostal 

Fire” through the body appears to be very similar to what the Shakers (an outgrowth of 

English Quakerism) experienced as shaking and trembling during worship.   

After what amounts to be a description of the author’s personal “Dark Night of the Soul” 

(as described by the mystic St. John of the Cross), the spiritual crisis passes as the author 

delves into various biblical verses and into spiritual practices such as prayer to satisfy his 

hunger to know God and understand the impressions that were coming to him through 

the guidance of the Holy Spirit (Luke 12:12).  The search for answers brings about a 

spiritual self-awareness that God was awakening in the soul of the seeker, and the 

promise is fulfilled when the seeker searches for God with all his heart (Jeremiah 29:13).  

The author learns about another seeker, a monk named Brother Lawrence, who cultivated 

the spiritual sense of God’s presence by continually conversing with God.   

When the author begins to describe his “transforming episode” (Chapter four), he equates 

it with Jacob’s experience when he wrestled with God at Peniel, an event where Jacob 

“moved from living in a natural realm into a supernatural one” which ‘intersected eternity.” 

(p. 41, Kindle edition) This “revelation” leads the author to spend more time praying and 

seeking, following the biblical injunction, “Be still and know I am God” (Psalm 46:10).  The 

relationship with God reaches a pivotal moment when in the middle of the night “heaven 

opened” and “the room seemed to light up with the glory of God.” (p. 46)  

The Purging section of the book (chapters 5-8) deals first with deliverance from sinful 

thoughts and desires, which the author attributes to demonic influences.  Being delivered 

from bondage to sin meant that “the Son had set him free indeed.” (John 8:36) Control of 

the flesh or old nature brought about a transformation, where “self-centeredness ends 

and life in the spirit begins.” (p. 61) And thus begins the author’s entrance into what he 

calls “the most radical episode in my life,” that is to say, “the insanity of the prophetic.” (p. 

63) 

Pastor Rowley at this transformative time in his ministerial life begins to experience “a 

slight shaking” throughout his lower body: “the shaking sometimes radiated through my 

body.” (p. 64) The next manifestation reveals the nature of the electrifying energy surging 
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through the anointed minister – “It was like a surge of electricity.” (p. 64) During an 

evening service, the author explains what transpired: “I was shaking like someone with 

Parkinson’s disease.” (p. 65) He searched for an answer in Scripture and found an answer 

that referred to the Pentecostal baptism of the Holy Spirit: “He will baptize you with the 

Holy Spirit and fire . . .  he will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire.” (Matthew 3:11-

12) 

The consuming fire moving through the pastor’s body felt invigorating, but nevertheless 

the questions remained. Was it a neurological disorder? Was it an overload of the nervous 

system? Was this palsy or an epileptic seizure? (p. 68) One way to find out, according to 

Scripture, was “to test the spirits to see if they are of God. (1 John 4:1) The author inserts 

a section about the Quakers, who “shook vigorously when under the influence of spiritual 

exaltation.” (p. 69) He also talks about the Pentecostal movement in America, mentioning 

names like Benny Hinn and Kathryn Kuhlman. Once again, Scripture validates the 

author’s suspicions: “My flesh trembles in fear of you; I stand in awe of your laws.” (Psalm 

119:120) Historical authentication reassures the pastor that the fire of Pentecost surging 

through his body was indeed the same as the explosive revival of the Azusa Mission in 

Los Angeles in 1906, the same month as the famous San Francisco earthquake. 

After the self-examination was concluded, the pastor realized that the “bubble bath in the 

Spirit” was invigorating and refreshing. His conclusion that “God guides through dreams, 

visions, prophetic utterances, and even shaking” (p. 87) allowed him to understand the 

usefulness of the purging and “refiner’s fire” in preparing him to be “a vessel of honor, 

sanctified and useful for the Master, prepared for every good work.” (2 Timothy 2:21) The 

pastor ever so often takes time to preach – as if he were addressing a congregation – 

talking about sin, Satan, and spiritual bondage. Then he offers a salvific solution to find 

freedom and deliverance from the power of darkness by way of the familiar adage: “The 

truth shall set you free.” (John 8:32) The pastor’s spiritual advice includes living by grace, 

by the discipline of a sound mind (2 Timothy 1:7), and by trusting God as one acts 

responsibly. A shift in thinking with a renewed mind brings the person into the realm of 

“moral insight and divine thinking” and ultimately allows one to “embrace the mind and 

will of God.” (p. 107) 

The purging section concludes with several insights about “the Pentecostal fire” that the 

author contemplates: (1) Why do you sometimes feel fire? Insight: It is evidence of healing 

taking place. (2) Why is there a feeling of heat or a feeling of an electrical current in the 

hands? Insight: Someone needs healing and can receive it. (3) Why are prophets called 

to the nations? Insight: “God wants every believer to have a vision for all people.” (p. 126) 

(4) How long will the shaking last? Insight: The Spirit possessing you is continual 

fellowship with the Lord. (5) What are you seeing now? Insight: “Seeing from God’s 

perspective is to see what He intends to do and what He intends you to become.” (p. 130) 

The Sensitivity section (chapters 9-12) basically deals with being sensitive to God’s 

direction in one’s life by listening to the “still small voice” within. Spiritual sensitivity is 

“being in harmony with God and others.” (p. 136) It is being perceptive, sympathetic, and 
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having discernment “of the thoughts and intents of the heart.” (Hebrews 4:12) Being 

sensitive also means knowing which impressions to reveal to others. Needless to say, the 

center of spiritual sensitivity is located in the person’s center – the heart, “where you 

meditate (Psalm 19:14), communicate with yourself (Psalm 77:6)” and experience various 

emotions. (p. 154) It is also in the (new) heart where the love of God compels one to 

follow the example of Christ, who was “moved with compassion” for others. (Matthew 

9:36) The image of Christ knocking on the door (of the heart) is one of the most widely 

used pictures to illustrate the concept of salvation and the reminder that “the kingdom of 

God is within you.” (Luke 17:21) Once the spiritual sensitivity is established in the heart 

and the mind of the believer, the understanding develops that all the glory goes to God, 

because it is His power and spirit that works in us. 

It would be difficult to communicate all the words of wisdom and experiences that the 

author expounds on, page after illuminating page, with Scripture to validate all his 

observations, insights, and words of encouragement. It is very insightful of Pastor Rowley 

to designate the term “spiritual backbone” to the “vigorous touch of God moving down his 

back.” (p. 202) It is also very revealing what he says about his spiritual shaking when he 

confronts rejection from his flock and denominational leaders by explaining that prophets 

often shake “when they enter the presence of God.” (p. 206) 

The last section of the author’s presentation is about Obedience (chapters 13-16). The 

foursquare foundation upon which the author builds his book is “Desperation, Purging, 

Sensitivity, and Obedience.” Such a design resembles a ”wise masterbuilder’s plan” (1 

Corinthians 3:10) to work out a personal program of spiritual growth, stage by stage, from 

glory to glory. He cites the example of Apostle Paul being obedient to “the heavenly 

vision.” (Acts 26:19) The author’s goal now is to become a partner with God, to “carefully 

obey the voice of the Lord your God, to observe with care all these commandments which 

I command you today.” (Deuteronomy 15:5) Foremost of the commandments – the one 

which leads to union with God – is the one that Jesus taught: “You shall love the Lord 

your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your mind, and with all your 

strength.” (Mark 12:30) 

The end result of obedience is to become a Servant of God. It is also, in the words of 

Kathryn Kuhlman, to experience the resurrecting power of the Holy Spirit, “the same 

Resurrection power that flows through our physical bodies today, healing and sanctifying.” 

(p. 252) A life of service is the purpose of ministry, reasons the author correctly, and he 

had his father as a role model, “who ministered to people in a loving and natural way.” (p. 

243) The author even quotes Albert Einstein to support the view that a minister should 

not seek status, or self-glorification (metaphorically called sitting in the Big Chair): “Only 

a life lived in the service of others is worth living.” (p. 265) Living a life of obedience to 

God leads to something extraordinary that the author discovers: “God alone knows where 

you need to go to enter His destiny.” (p. 266) The author also discovers three unshakeable 

certainties throughout his spiritual journey: (1) God gets all the credit; (2) All happens 

because of God’s grace; (3) Live in the Spirit. (p. 269) 
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In conclusion, the author ends his spiritual/scriptural discourses (for the edification of his 

readers) with a recognition that “life is a journey in so many directions.” (p. 273) How true! 

After pastoring for 34 years, Pastor Rowley continues on his “sacred adventure” praying 

without ceasing and rejoicing in the Lord always, always knowing that Christ is working 

through him. And thus, the pastor serves as a Christ-like example of how to live the 

Christian life in imitation of the Master: “Beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord . . . 

transformed into the same image from glory to glory.” (2 Corinthians 3:18) The author’s 

conclusion is definitely worthy of being the polestar of a true believer on the Path that 

Christ walked: “Being in the presence of God causes you to grow spiritually, and you are 

transformed into His likeness.” (p. 284) 
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                                                                          Paul, pianist. 

Bethany Bible College campus (2008): 

http://wigowsky.com/PaulJ/Bethany/BethanyUniversity2008.pdf  
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